Transformation and growth of tumor cells are associated with profound alterations in neighbouring cells and their environment, together forming the tumor microenvironment (TME). The TME provides a conducive but complex milieu for the tumors to thrive while incapacitating the immune cells that home there as part of our natural immunosurveillance mechanism. The orchestration of this successful survival strategy by tumor cells is associated with exploitation of numerous metabolic and immune checkpoints, as well as metabolic reprogramming in the tumor cells. Together these form an intricate network of feedback mechanisms that favor the growing tumor. In addition, an ecosystem of microbiota, proximal or distal to tumors, influences the successful survival or elimination of tumor cells mediated by immune cells. Discovery and clinical application of immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICIs) i.e., monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) blocking specific immune checkpoints CTLA-4 and PD-1/PD-L1, have revolutionized therapy of various cancers. However, they are still associated with limited response rates, severe immune-related adverse events, development of resistance, and more serious exacerbation of cancer progression termed hyper-progressive disease. Checkpoint inhibitors only represent a milestone and not the finish-line in the quest for treating and curing cancer. Efforts are underway to investigate and develop inhibitors of other immune as well as metabolic checkpoint molecules. Future therapy for various cancers is projected to target immune and metabolic checkpoints and the microbiota together.
Introduction
Cancer is among one of the leading causes of death worldwide with ~ 18 million new cases and ~ 9.5 million deaths in the year 2018 alone [1] . Furthermore, incidence of cancer is increasing worldwide and by 2030 it is expected to increase to ~ 24 million new cases each year [2] . Despite this, the overall cancer death rate in the United States fell by 26% from 1991 to 2015, due in part to screening programs for early detection and the advent of new therapeutic regimens [3] . Historically, chemotherapy, surgery and radiation therapy have been the mainstream cancer treatments. However, recent years have seen ground-breaking development of immunotherapies against various cancers, some have even emerged as first-line cancer therapies [4] . The idea of immunotherapy (therapeutic vaccines) for cancer has been intensely investigated in the last half century. However, most of the experimental therapeutic vaccine approaches for cancer tested clinically in the 1980s, 1990s and early 2000s did not prove to be efficacious, despite inducing sufficient and often robust immune responses [5] . Clearly, something was missing. The immune response generated systemically was either ineffective in reaching the tumor or was being modulated by the tumor environment resulting in the clinical inefficiency. As examples, tumors progressed even in the systemic presence of T cells and antibodies against tumor associated antigens (TAAs) such as carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA), MUC1 mucin (MUC1), human epidermal growth factor receptor-2 (Her-2Neu, also known as ErbB2), prostate specific antigen (PSA), melanoma antigens (MAGE-1, MAGE-2, MAGE-3) and others. This exposed the role of the tumor microenvironment (TME) in tumor progression and clinical failure of experimental vaccines [6] . Through intense research, it has now become apparent that the TME influences cancer progression and mortality, blunts immune responses and diminishes the efficacy of chemo-as well as immuno-therapeutics. Furthermore, TME has been shown to play a critical role in the development of advanced malignancies. The picture has become even more complex with the understanding of how the gut microbiota plays a role in tumorigenesis, malignancies and the response to various therapies. This review will provide a brief overview of the emerging concepts of immune and metabolic checkpoints, the tumor microenvironment and gut microbiota, and how they may be targeted clinically to achieve new milestones in cancer therapy.
Cellular composition of the tumor microenvironment (TME)
Carcinogenesis or tumorigenesis, the formation of cancer, has three stages with dynamic and complex processes: initiation, progression and metastases. Although tumor formation is initiated by a transformed cell, there are multiple vital components which form an environment conducive for the tumor to grow and thrive. This is termed the tumor microenvironment (TME). The TME encompasses (i) tumor cells, (ii) cancer-associated fibroblasts (CAFs), (iii) the extracellular matrix (ECM), (iv) the tumor vasculature, (v) tumor infiltrating immune cells and (vi) adipose cells ( Fig. 1) , all of which have intensive cross-talk that promote tumor transformation, protect the tumor from host immunity, support tumor growth and invasion, and assist resistance of tumors to therapeutics [7] .
The initial transformation of a normal somatic cell to a tumor cell is induced by genetic and epigenetic alterations, and/or cellular reprogramming, which lead to alteration in the control and activity of genes that regulate cell growth, proliferation and differentiation [8] . Tumor cells generally have an ability to evade growth suppressors, invade nearby tissues, produce energy in the absence of oxygen, resist apoptosis, hide from and modulate targets of drugs and the immune system, and have genomic instability [8] .
Fibroblasts are mesenchymal in origin and found in every tissue of the body. Transiently activated fibroblasts, also termed as myofibroblasts, play an important role in tissue repair, extracellular matrix formation, wound healing and skin homeostasis [9] . During tumor formation, fibroblasts can also emerge by epithelial to mesenchymal transition (EMT) whereby epithelial cells that are adjacent to a transformed tumor cell lose cell-cell contact, develop mesenchymal properties and acquire invasive and migratory characteristics through genetic alterations [10] . A subpopulation of fibroblasts with a persistently activated phenotype are associated within the TME and are called cancer associated fibroblasts (CAFs) [11] . The signals mediating the transition of fibroblasts to CAFs are not yet clearly understood. It has been shown in cell culture that treatment of normal fibroblasts with TGF-β can induce a phenotype similar to CAFs [12] . The link between CAFs and tumor initiation and progression has been shown by comparing normal fibroblasts to CAF's isolated from primary tumors. For example, Simian virus-40-induced normal prostate epithelial cells formed tumors in mice only when injected with CAFs [13] . Similarly, human breast cancer cell line MCF-7 formed bigger xenogeneic tumors in mice when injected with CAFs, compared to normal fibroblasts [10] . The mechanism of how CAFs promote tumor initiation and progression are not clear, however, they are capable of producing multiple soluble factors such as IL-1 and monocyte chemotactic protein-1 (MCP-1) (to induce inflammation), matrix metalloprotein (MMP) and vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) (to interact with microvasculature), transforming growth factor-β (TGF-β), hepatocyte growth factor (HGF) and stromal cell derived factor 1 (SDF1) (to induce tumor cell proliferation and invasion) [14] . Fig. 1 Composition of the tumor microenvironment (TME). The tumor microenvironment is composed of tumor cells, cancer-associated fibroblasts (CAFs), the extracellular matrix (ECM), adipocytes, tumor vasculature and tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes and myeloid cells, all of which cross-talk intensively through cell surface molecules and/or soluble mediators to promote tumor growth and protect from host immunity and/or therapeutics The ECM components include collagen, laminins, fibronectins, proteoglycans and hyaluranans in a heterogeneous and complex organization [15] . The ECM influences cell invasiveness and cell metastasis. ECM provides a structural scaffold and contains soluble factors secreted by tumor cells, fibroblasts and immune cells in the vicinity. ECM also fosters the growth and survival of newly recruited endothelial cells and maintains the pH of the environment to become part of the TME [16] .
The tumor vasculature is critical to the growth and sustenance of the tumor and its metastasis. Tumor angiogenesis allows the development of complex blood vessel and lymphatic networks within the TME so that there is supply of nutrients and a means to remove metabolic products. It also acts as a conduit for the transformed metastatic cells to leave and invade different tissues [17] . Some of the angiogenic factors include VEGF, basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF) and interleukin-8 (IL-8), which together override the angiostatic signals such as angiostatin and endostatin [18] . However, the newly formed TME vasculature is leaky, immature, thin-walled and unorganized, contributing to maintain the hypoxic environment in the TME. The hypoxia induces tumor cells to increase anaerobic glycolysis, which in turn causes them to undergo genetic and epigenetic changes that make them more aggressive, and results in producing an acidic and immunosuppressive environment [19] . TME associated hypoxia has been suggested to induce a cancer stem cell (CSC)-like phenotype in tumor cells. Cells with this phenotype are undifferentiated with an extreme renewal potential that contributes to extreme tumor heterogeneity [20] . Most of the tumors are infiltrated with both helper and cytotoxic T cells, as well as innate immune cells, whose functions are blunted, allowing tumor cells to thrive even in their presence [21] . Oncogene-driven expression of IL-6, IL-10 and VEGF also promote a tolerogenic dendritic cell phenotype which negatively affects antitumor T cell responses [22] .
In addition to immune suppression, recent studies demonstrate a significant role for inflammation in promoting tumorigenesis and tumor progression [23] . Persistent infection within the host results in low levels of chronic inflammation. Reactive oxygen and nitrogen species produced by phagocytes and leukocytes induce DNA damage in proliferating cells and form peroxynitrite, a mutagenic agent [24] . Some examples of inflammationinduced tumor progression include colon cancer arising in individuals with ulcerative colitis and Crohn's disease, hepatocellular carcinoma associated with hepatitis C virus (HCV) and hepatitis B virus (HBV) infections, and stomach cancer associated with chronic H. pylori infection [25] .
Adipocytes have been shown to play an active role in tumor growth in the TME [26] . Adipose tissues form 18-31% of the body mass in a normal healthy human [27] . White adipose tissue (WAT), besides serving as energy depot, are an active source of numerous soluble factors, termed adipokines, which include growth factors, hormones, cytokines, chemokines, leptin, and adiponectin. Many of the adipokines e.g., leptin, adiponectin, estrogen, insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF-1) and hepatocyte growth factor (HGF), IL-6, and resistin, promote tumor growth. Excess adipocytes in the body lead to low-grade chronic inflammation, contributing to the development of cancer [28] . Cell culture studies have clearly demonstrated that co-culture of colon cancer, prostate cancer and melanoma cell lines with adipocytes promotes their proliferation [29] . Furthermore, co-culture with adipocytes led to enhanced migration and invasiveness of breast cancer cells [30] . However, contrasting studies demonstrating a negative role of adipocytes on tumor cells have also been reported [31] .
In summary, multiple components of the TME contribute to tumor development and understanding their role, interaction and impact is essential to the development of novel therapeutic strategies.
Immunometabolism in TME: metabolic checkpoints
Fast dividing tumor cells in hypoxic conditions, along with the TME, produce a metabolic environment which may significantly impact the functionality of immune cells in the TME (Fig. 2) . This is mainly due to competition for nutrients and the production of numerous metabolites, some of them are described briefly as follows. Hypoxia results in upregulation of hypoxia-induced factor-1α (HIF-1α) and the expression of PD-L1 on tumor cells [32] . Hypoxia also leads to a high concentration of adenosine produced by tumor cells, which exerts an immunosuppressive function by directly binding to adenosine receptors (A2A) present on most immune cells [33] . Adenosine-mediated stimulation of A2A receptors leads to impaired T cell activation (reduced proliferation, cytokine production and cytotoxicity), compromised antigen presenting cell function (inhibited antigen uptake and reduced expression of MHC and co-stimulatory molecules), and reduced NK cell activation (cytokine production and cytotoxicity). It also induces the differentiation of myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSCs) and production of FoxP3 (associated with regulatory T cells (T reg cells)), crippling almost all of the immune cells within the TME [34] . Hypoxia also inhibits T cells directly in an adenosine-independent manner [33] . Also within the TME, the scarcity of available glucose, fatty acids and amino acids results in impaired activation, differentiation and proliferation of T cells, which require high concentrations of these nutrients to sustain increased activity [35] . Tumor cell reprogramming towards glycolysis produces high amounts of lactate within the TME, which has a multifactorial impact on both tumor and immune cells within the TME. In an HIF-1α dependent pathway, lactate promotes vascular endothelial growth factor secretion and polarization towards M2 macrophages, which produce Arginase 1, promoting tumor proliferation and growth [36] . Further, lactate exerts a direct immunosuppressive effect on T and NK cells by directly impairing NFAT-1 (nuclear factor for activated T cells-1) resulting in reduced IFN-γ production [37] . In addition, low levels of arginine and glutamine in the TME prevent memory T cell formation and epigenetic modification in tumor cells, respectively, allowing optimum conditions for tumor immune evasion [38] . Tumor-generated indoleamine 2, 3-dioxygenase (IDO), metabolizes tryptophan, depleting the essential amino acid, tryptophan and producing kynurenines, which together create a profound immunosuppressive milieu within the TME that induces T cell anergy, and enhances proliferation and differentiation of T reg [39] .
T cell activation leads to a metabolic switch, with activation of a number of transcription factors and signaling pathways. T cell receptor together with CD28 co-stimulation activates 3-phosphoinositide-dependent protein kinase 1 (PI3K-1) and Akt, which in turn activate the central metabolic regulator mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR). mTOR, comprised of mTORC1 and mTORC2, co-ordinates the increased requirement of nutrient levels, increased glycolysis and energy status of activated T cells to turn into effector cells. mTOR complex controls the transcription factors c-Myc and HIF-1α, which together activate the genes required for effector T cell proliferation. Interestingly, mTOR leads to downregulation of T reg development, providing an important metabolic checkpoint of T cells [40] . In contrast, mTORC1 signaling is induced by innate toll like receptor (TLR) activation on T reg , which enhances the proliferation of T reg and reduces their suppressive activity [41] . Foxp3, the transcription factor associated with T reg , reduces the effects of mTOR signaling to reduce glucose metabolism by glycolysis and, on the other hand, enhances oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS) to generate ATP from glucose and fatty acid (2) regulatory T cells, are predominant in TME. Furthermore, T cells with increased expression of a number of immune checkpoints and loss of effector functions, a hallmark or exhausted T cells, are characteristics of TME. This figure depicts T cells as an example immune cell type for clarity, but as described in the manuscript text, other lymphoid and myeloid cells are also present in the TME and are intensively involved in tumor progression oxidation (FAO) pathways [42] . The two distinct pathways of glycolysis versus OXPHOS and FAO appear to be central metabolic checkpoints to the control of T cell activation, effector function, and the fate of differentiating T cells. Hypoxia, and the nutrient deficit produced in the TME due to rapidly growing tumor cells, leads to inhibition of the mTOR pathway in T cells, resulting in inefficient proliferation, and reduced effector function and differentiation into T reg [43] .
There is also a reciprocal relationship between tumor metabolism and immune checkpoints. For example, it has been shown that B7-H3 (a putative immune checkpoint expressed on tumor cells and antigen presenting cells (APCs) in TME) plays an important role in regulating cancer cell metabolism, increases HIF-1α activity, glucose uptake, glycolysis and lactate production in breast cancer cells [44] . Furthermore, PD-L1 expressed in tumor cells promotes glycolysis via activation of the AKT/mTOR pathway [45] . Therefore, high expression of immune check point proteins in TME facilitates metabolic reprogramming in the tumor microenvironment, further providing a positive feedback loop to maintain and exacerbate the TME for the benefit of evolving tumor cells within. Tumor cells also have an exceptional ability to metabolically adapt to the changing environment in the TME due to scarcity of oxygen and reduced availability of nutrients. This gives rise to metabolic heterogeneity of tumor cells within the TME. Tumor metabolic heterogeneity could play a significant role in variable recruitment, activation, modulation and regulation of immune cells within the TME.
Immunosuppression in TME: immune checkpoints
A startling revelation in tumor immunobiology was the realization that TME is not an immune-privileged site as once thought, but is rather infiltrated with a variety of innate and adaptive immune cells [46] . Further, the characteristics of immune cells within the TME often determine the fate with respect to tumor progression. Immune dysfunction within the TME has been characterized by accumulation of T cells with co-inhibitory receptors, antigen presenting cells with ligands for co-inhibitory receptors and T regs , which together function to allow tumor cells to evade immunity in a very prominent and successful manner.
The immune system in our body has evolved natural mechanisms, soluble mediators and receptor-ligand pairs, which can maintain immune homeostasis by keeping a check on aberrant immunity and allowing T cells to return to their normal resting stage after an antigenic stimulation. T cell responses are initiated through cellular interactions between APCs and T cells [47] . The type and strength of signals delivered through the T cell receptor (TCR) may modulate how the cells respond. However, the optimal T cell responses are dependent upon costimulatory and coinhibitory signals induced by interaction of various accessory cell surface molecules [48] [49] [50] . TCR engagement not only results in stimulation of T cells, its ligation also activates proteins (e.g., phosphatases), which serve as negative regulators of T cells and terminate T cell responses [51] . Direct inhibition of T cell proliferation or response is induced via signaling through two well-known negative regulators, also termed as co-inhibitory molecules or checkpoints, of T cells: cytotoxic T lymphocyte associated antigen 4 (CTLA-4) and programmed cell death 1 (PD-1), which play a crucial role in the maintenance of T cell homeostasis and peripheral tolerance [52] . Although both CTLA-4 and PD-1 are co-inhibitory molecules of T cells, they don't have the same impact on immune homeostasis. Mice deficient in CTLA-4 have a lethal phenotype along with early onset of aggressive lymphoproliferative disorder. In contrast, PD-1 deficient mice survive and have organ-specific autoimmune diseases [53, 54] . Other T cell inhibitory molecules such as LAG-3 (lymphocyte activation gene 3), TIM-3 (T cell immunoglobulin and mucin domain 3), BTLA (B and T lymphocyte attenuator, CD272), SIGLECs 7 and 9 (Sialic acid binding Immunoglobulintype lectin 7 and 9), VISTA (V-domain Ig suppressor of T cell activation), and A2A receptor (adenosine A2A receptor) are also checkpoint molecules, and function to limit ongoing immune responses [55] . Interestingly, many parallel inhibitory pathways have emerged through evolution that are expressed differentially on various subsets of T cells at different stages of activation. These have different functional impacts but work in concert to maintain self-tolerance and limit the scope of collateral damage upon induction of immunological responses in the peripheral system. The ultimate quality and quantity of T cell responses are regulated by a balance between costimulatory and coinhibitory (checkpoint) signals [51, 56] . CD4
+ and CD8 + T cells expressing multiple immune checkpoint molecules during a normal response represent a phase of T cell activation [57] .
It has been shown that continuous antigen exposure, along with other immunomodulating mechanisms in the TME, lead to exhausted T cells expressing high levels of co-inhibitory receptors (CTLA-4, PD-1, TIM-3, LAG-3, BTLA etc.) ( Fig. 2) with loss of proliferation and effector function such as cytotoxicity, and production of effector cytokines (IFN-γ, IL-2, TNF-α) [58, 59] . However, T cell exhaustion is not a terminal differentiation state and is not irreversible, and by modulating the co-inhibitory pathways expressed by exhausted T cells, dysfunctional state of T cells can be reversed, forming the basis of current immune checkpoint inhibitor therapies [60] . Down-regulation of effector T cell function in TME is instigated and supported by APCs, which express increased levels of ligands for these co-inhibitory receptors like PD-L1, CD80/CD86, and B7H family molecules. Furthermore, the declining concentration of nutrients in the TME is directly associated with immune checkpoint expression. For example, lower glucose concentration directly upregulates PD-1 expression on T cells [61] . Interestingly, T regs , endowed with the ability to suppress effector T cell functions also express high levels of a number of co-inhibitory receptors (or checkpoints), and are prevalent in TME [62] . Therefore, successful survival and growth of tumor cells within our body is orchestrated by the TME as it exploits normal immune homeostatic mechanisms and steers them towards immune cells that express multiple immune checkpoints.
An example of the complexity within the TME: MUC1 mucin as a tumor antigen, a metabolic checkpoint and an immune checkpoint
The level of complexity within the TME is impressive and at least partially contributes to the disappointing clinical responses associated with many of the current and experimental therapeutics. It is a formidable clinical challenge to determine how components of TME, tumor metabolism and immune checkpoints all come to play a role in successful survival and spread of tumors, despite the presence of all components of immunity in a host. A glimpse of this challenge is illustrated using the example of a ubiquitous adenocarcinoma tumor antigen MUC1 mucin as follows (Fig. 3) .
MUC1 mucin, also known as polymorphic epithelial mucin (PEM) and CD227, is a large type 1 transmembrane glycoprotein, comprised of a variable number of extracellular tandem repeats (VNTR) of 20 amino acids each, a transmembrane region and a non-covalently attached cytoplasmic tail. The VNTR region and the whole protein is rich in serine and threonine, providing numerous sites for O-glycosylation. It also has some N-glycosylation sites in asparagine residues [63] . Hyperglycosylated MUC1 mucin is abundantly expressed on apical sites of normal secretory epithelial cells in respiratory, gastrointestinal, urogenital, and hepatobiliary tracts. MUC1 plays an essential role in forming mucus barriers that protect against infections and have both adhesive and anti-adhesive properties. However, aberrantly glycosylated, overexpressed MUC1 is a distinguishing feature of a large number of adenocarcinomas associated with lung, breast, pancreatic, ovarian, prostate, and colon cancers [64, 65] . MUC1 is also overexpressed in a number of hematological cancers, including B and T cell lymphomas and leukemias [66] . Therefore, MUC1 can be considered as a pan-cancer antigen. High levels of MUC1 expression and the presence of high concentrations of soluble MUC1 are associated with tumor progression and poor prognosis. The cytoplasmic tail of MUC1 is highly conserved and has been shown to bind to estrogen receptor alpha, p53, ErbB proteins, heat shock protein (Hsp)70, and Hsp90, making it a highly active cell signal transmitter [67] . MUC1 can interact with epithelial growth factor receptor (EGFR) and regulate Grb2/Sos/Ras-MEK-ERK2, and beta-and gamma-catenin signal pathways that are associated with proliferation, transformation, resistance to apoptosis, anti-adhesion to allow invasion, and metastasis [68] . MUC1 is an attractive target for a therapeutic cancer vaccine that could induce cellular and humoral immune responses.
MUC1 mucin
Recent studies have demonstrated a new role of MUC1 as a metabolic modulator to reprogram tumor cells' metabolism, mostly due to the exceptional signaling and transcriptional activity of its cytoplasmic tail (CT) [69] . The CT of MUC1 recruits transcription factor and cofactors to co-ordinate enhanced transcriptional activity of multiple genes by facilitating and co-occupying promoter/enhancer regions of the DNA [69] . MUC1-CT interacts with p53 to attenuate the p53-dependent tumor growth suppression and stabilizes HIF-1α to increase a number of effects: glucose uptake and glycolysis, nucleotide and fatty acid biosynthesis, direct regulation of tumor cell metabolic programming, and also allows the increased demand of nutrients and biosynthetic intermediates for fast dividing and metabolizing tumor cells [69] .
Expression of MUC1 mucin was considered to occur strictly within epithelial cells until our original studies demonstrated that soluble cancer-associated MUC1 mucin can inhibit T cell responses and that activated human T cells also synthesize and express MUC1 mucin on their surfaces [70, 71] . We hypothesized that MUC1 mucin expressed by T cells plays an important role in regulating T cell responses, and in subsequent studies we confirmed that MUC1 can serve as a putative regulatory molecule of T cells, and is also expressed on majority of T reg populations [72] . It remains to be examined whether MUC1 expressed by activated T cells leads to metabolic reprogramming of T cells as it does on tumor cells. The MUC1 cytoplasmic tail contains immunotyrosine-based inhibitory/activation motifs (ITIM/ITAM) sequences, supporting its function as a bona-fide co-inhibitory molecule of T cells like PD-1 [73] . Future investigation will determine how MUC1 expression may be modulated on T cells residing in TME. Besides activated T cells, MUC1 has been also shown to be expressed on other immune and hematopoietic cells (such as DCs, B cells, and monocytes), however, its function on these cells is still unclear [74] .
Microbiota and TME
Microbiota has emerged as an essential ecosystem residing within our body, which plays a significant role in development of immunity and homeostasis of the whole person. There are epidemiological studies suggesting decreased incidence of chronic lymphoid leukemia in children exposed to childhood infections, and increased incidence of Hodgkin's lymphoma with high socioeconomic (higher cleanliness) status [75] . Furthermore, repeated exposure to antibiotic treatment has been associated with increased frequency of some cancers such as gastric, colorectal, lung, prostate and bladder cancers [76] . Germ-free conditions or treatment with broad-spectrum antibiotics in mice can result in slower progression of several tumor cell lines. In contrast, the same conditions can cause an accelerated growth of lung metastases when melanoma or non-small cell lung carcinoma cells are injected intravenously, suggesting that microbiota have both tumor-promoting and tumor-protective functions [77] . Using mice obtained from different sources, it has been clearly demonstrated that abundance or lack of a specific bacterial species in the microbiota significantly affects growth and progression of tumors [78] . Further, recent studies clearly suggest a prominent role played by microbiota in the failure or success of chemo-as well as immuno-therapeutics including those involving checkpoint inhibitors [78, 79] . Modulation of microbiota is emerging as a new approach to supplement chemo-and/or immunotherapy of various cancers (Fig. 4) .
Clinical application of immune and metabolic checkpoints for cancer therapy
Tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) in the TME might be exploited clinically in eradicating the tumor from a host. However, it is evident that TIL function is adversely impacted or completely blunted by a variety of "metabolic and immune checkpoints". Altered metabolic reprogramming of tumor cells has remained an attractive target for anticancer drug design and several chemotherapeutic drugs targeting specific metabolic pathway have emerged (Fig. 5) . The metabolic pathway of nucleotide biosynthesis required for proliferation of tumor cells was the target for 5-fluorouracil, one of the most commonly used anticancer drugs [80] . Glucose metabolism of tumors has been targeted by 2-deoxyglucose (2-DG), an inhibitor of hexokinase that shuts down glycolysis, and by dichloroacetate (DCA), a metabolic checkpoint inhibitor inducing a shift from glycolysis to OXPHOS [81, 82] . Inhibition of tumor growth, and/or improving the efficacy of 5-fluorouracil can be accomplished by inhibiting lactate in the TME by inhibitors of lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) such as small molecule FX-11 or Galloflavin or by inhibiting the monocarboxylate transporter (MCT) with thalidomide, lenalidomide or pomalidomide [83] . Inhibition of the mTOR pathway by analogs of rapamycin has been approved for breast, renal and pancreatic cancers [84] . The diabetes drug metformin has shown some clinical efficacy as an anticancer drug by inhibiting the OXPHOS pathway [85] . It has been suggested that inhibition of IDO could be an important strategy to activate antitumor immunity by targeting tumor metabolism, however, clinical testing of experimental IDO inhibitors have shown disappointing results [86, 87] . The pathway for metabolism of glutamine, an amino acid required by fast dividing cancer cells, has been targeted by modified glutamine analogs as an anticancer strategy in preclinical studies [88] . However, non-specific toxicity presents a major hurdle of using these tumor checkpoint inhibitors for widespread clinical use, since all host cells use the same metabolic pathways for the survival. Further, activated T cells are especially vulnerable to metabolic checkpoint inhibitors since they have evolved strategies similar to tumor cells to satisfy their requirement of fast expansion upon activation.
This decade has seen tremendous growth in the development and clinical application of immune checkpoint inhibitor (ICI) therapy for various cancers (Fig. 5) and seven ICIs are currently approved by the FDA for treatment of various cancers [89] . The first clinically approved ICI was Ipilimumab, a monoclonal antibody (mAb) targeted against CTLA-4 for the treatment of advanced melanoma [90] . By blocking a prominent checkpoint Fig. 4 Role of gut microbiota in tumor progression/protection. Gut microbiota affects systemic inflammation, immune homeostasis and immune regulation. Therefore, eubiosis or dysbiosis of gut microbiota plays a significant role in protection from tumor growth or tumor progression, respectively. Furthermore, effectiveness of chemo-and immuno-therapy approaches is also at least partly governed by the state of gut microbiota. Modulation of gut microbiota through nutrition or ingestions of beneficial microbes may serve as important therapeutic modalities for cancer treatment alone or as an adjunct to chemo-and/or immuno-therapy molecule of T cells, this antibody blocks the T cell inhibition and promotes the activation of effector T cells that can then lead to killing of the tumor cells. PD-1 was the second checkpoint molecule targeted by ICIs, and the mAbs Pembrolizumab, Nivolumab and Cemiplimab are approved by the FDA for clinical use. The mAbs against PD-1 and its ligand PD-L1 (Atezolizumab, Avelumab and Durvalumab) are being used to treat a broad range of cancers, such as metastatic melanoma, renal-cell carcinoma (RCC), advanced non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC), Hodgkin's lymphoma, bladder carcinoma, Merkel cell carcinoma, head and neck cancer, cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma (CSCC) and solid tumors [91, 92] . Furthermore, many clinical trials are on the way to expand the use of different mAbs against PD-1 and PD-L1 in a variety of cancers (https ://clini caltr ials.gov). Significant clinical usage of the available ICIs has demonstrated that they are effective in only a fraction of treated patients (10-30%). Some patients develop resistance upon continuous use and more importantly there can be serious side effects to ICI use termed immune-related adverse events (irAEs). These can range in grades III-IV from severe to life-threatening. Since all of the checkpoint molecules are also part of homeostatic mechanisms of the immune system, irAEs are the result of disrupting this delicate homeostatic balance. Besides tumorinfiltrating or tumor antigen-specific T cells, T cells with various specificities and potentially autoimmune T cells can also be activated. The result can be inflammation and autoimmunity of various degrees [4] .
Interestingly, treatment with ICIs not only inhibited the negative signaling in TILs, but also increased the glucose concentration within the TME, probably due to immunemediated killing of tumor cells, and increased glycolytic activity and metabolic fitness of TILs, thereby also acting as metabolic checkpoint inhibitors [93] . Interestingly, some studies have also suggested that blocking PD-L1 has a direct effect on cancer cells themselves by reducing the glycolytic activity of tumor cells and increasing glucose levels available in the environment for the TILs [94] . These results suggest that there is potential in examining novel therapeutic approaches for cancer where inhibitors of immune and metabolic checkpoints are used strategically to enhance overall anti-tumor immune responses. Although this idea is theoretically attractive, a recent clinical trial testing the combination of anti-PD-1 mAb and an experimental IDO inhibitor resulted in disappointing clinical responses that terminated the trial [87] . It is not clear whether this failure was due to insufficient efficacy of the tested IDO inhibitor, or the approach overall.
The availability of ICIs has also rejuvenated interest in therapeutic vaccines for cancers. The idea, as well as the candidate vaccines, were shelved due to insufficient efficacy in the 1990s and 2000s. Now it seems plausible that tumor-specific T cells can be primed and stimulated against tumor antigens, provided that the inhibitory brakes on them have been relieved by the use of ICIs [95] .
Besides CTLA-4 and PD-1/PD-L1 targeted mAbs, development of mAbs against other checkpoint molecules of T cells, e.g., TIM-3, LAG-3 and TIGIT, and various combinations of ICI mAbs are also underway for the treatment of various cancers [96] . Time will tell whether combining various ICIs for cancer treatment will provide enhanced efficacy and minimization of adverse events.
In this regard, a multi-functional pan-adenocarcinoma associated molecule MUC1 appears to be an excellent target for inhibition by mAbs, which could potentially act as inhibitor of metabolic checkpoint in tumor cells and immune checkpoint on T cells, while additionally blocking invasiveness and metastasis of tumor cells bearing MUC1 [69, 72, 73, 97] . Along with these plausible mechanisms, mAb binding to tumor-expressed MUC1 could lead to their enhanced lysis through ADCC (antibody dependent cellular cytotoxicity) and enhanced presentation by APCs, resulting in efficient stimulation of tumorspecific T cells. Currently, clinical trials of anti-MUC1 mAbs are underway for cancer treatment (https ://clini caltr ials.gov). However, their efficacy and effector mechanisms remain to be examined.
Detailed investigations of low response rate and serious irAEs related to anti-PD-1 mAb treatment in patients also demonstrated a unique link between the gut microbiota and ICI treatment [98] . Using germ-free mice transplanted with fecal microbiota from anti-PD-1 responder or non-responder patients, it has been clearly demonstrated that addition of certain bacterial strains in the gut of mice leads to better anti-tumor response rates of anti-PD-1/PD-L1 therapy [99] . Therefore, a short-term future trajectory of cancer therapy would favor the combining of ICIs with microbiome-modulating regimens. To this end, several clinical trials are underway to test whether treatment with ICIs along with probiotics, fecal microbiota transfer (FMT, either as a whole or as a selected bacterial mix), and/or diet-modification would result in enhanced response rates and reduced adverse events (https ://clini caltr ials.gov).
In addition to serious irAEs reported with ICI, an emerging but serious clinical observation has been defined as hyperprogressive disease (HPD). This is a more aggressive cancer progression following ICI treatment in a significant proportion of patients. HPD has been observed in patients with melanoma, colorectal cancer, non-small cell lung carcinoma, head and neck cancer, ovarian cancer and lymphoma upon treatment with anti-PD-1/PD-L1 mAb therapy [100] . These observations acknowledge serious clinical manifestations in multiple cancers, whereby treatment with ICIs is associated with worsening of cancer disease. The exact mechanism of HPD upon ICI treatment is not clear yet but could be paradoxically attributed to increased inflammation or increased immune suppression (due to mAb acting as agonists of checkpoints). It is possible that microbiotabased homeostatic control of aberrant immune responses may provide a tangible solution to improve the clinical response and management of adverse events with ICI therapy.
Conclusions
The idea of killing and eliminating tumors by mobilizing the host's own immune system has been around for more than half a century, initially brought forward as active specific immunotherapy (ASI) for cancers, which resulted in clinical testing of numerous therapeutic cancer vaccines. However, their clinical failure gave rise to our current understanding of the metabolic-and immune-related checkpoints (brakes) or inhibitory molecules, the specific micro-environment present in the tumors, and ways to release those brakes with ICIs. ICIs, although considered as breakthrough cancer therapy of the current decade, still suffer from limited response rates, development of resistance, serious irAEs, and most seriously hyperprogressive disease. The future course of cancer therapy research and therapeutic regimens will depend on our expanding knowledge of various immune and metabolic checkpoints, and our increasing understanding of the microbiota and their impact on immunotherapy. 
